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Abstract The goal of the proposed capacity planning tool

is to provide the best cost�performance con�guration for

support of a known media service workload� There are two

essential components in our capacity planning tool� i� the

capacity measurements of di�erent h�w and s�w solutions

using a specially designed set of media benchmarks and ii� a

media service workload pro�ler� called MediaProf� which ex�

tracts a set of quantitative and qualitative parameters char�

acterizing the service demand� The capacity planning tool

matches the requirements of the media service workload pro�

�le� SLAs and con�guration constraints to produce the best

available cost�performance solution�

Categories and Subject Descriptors� H���	 Multime�

dia Information Systems�

General Terms� Measurement� Performance� Design�

Keywords� Media server benchmarks� media server ca�

pacity� measurements� workload pro�ling� SLAs� capacity

planning�

� Introduction

The ability to plan and operate at the most cost e�ec�
tive capacity is a critical competitive advantage� In this
paper� we consider a scenario where a service provider�
supporting a busy media site� faces a necessity to mi�
grate the site to a new� more e�cient infrastructure�
We assume that a service provider collects the media
server access logs� re�ecting processed client requests
and client activities at the site� Thus the problem is
to �nd the best cost�performance con�guration for a
support of a known media service workload�

Traditionally� network bandwidth or disk system
throughput has been the target of optimizations and
sizing for streaming media services �	
� �� 	� �� � ���
Most of designed models deal with a complexity of real�
time delivery of the variable bit rate content� We as�
sume that �les are encoded at constant bit rates �that
is typical for commercial media sites�� Our work ad�
dresses another critical system resource that has not re�
ceived much attention in the past� the impact of main

memory on media system performance� A typical me�
dia workload has a high degree of reference locality ���
�i�e� a high percentage of requests are accessing a small
subset of media �les� and exhibits a strong sharing pat�
tern �i�e� accesses to the same �le come in �bursts���
Intuitively� it means that a media server may serve
most of accesses to popular �les from memory� even
when a media server relies on a traditional �le system
support and does not have additional application level
caching� Thus� an e�cient memory support should be
considered by service providers as an additional critical
parameter in choosing the best targeted con�guration�

Among the prerequisites to a design of a capacity
planning tool is the ability to measure and to com�
pare the capacities of di�erent media servers� In our
recent work ���� we proposed a set of benchmarks for
measuring the basic capacities of streaming media sys�
tems� The benchmarks allow one to derive the scaling
rules of server capacity for delivering media �les which
are� i� encoded at di�erent bit rates and ii� streamed
from memory versus disk� Our measurements for Re�
alServer �
 from RealNetworks��� demonstrate that
the amount of bandwidth a server is capable of deliver�
ing is variable� and depends on the encoding bit rates
of current streams in progress� Modern media servers�
such as RealServer �
� rely on the native operating
system�s �le bu�er cache support to achieve higher ap�
plication throughput when accessed �les are streamed
from memory� Our measurement results show that
media server throughput is signi�cantly higher ����
times� � when media streams are delivered from mem�
ory versus from disk�

The capacity planning framework is shown in Fig�
ure 	� In order to derive the media site workload pro�
�le� which can be used by our Capacity Planner� we
designed and implemented a new tool� called Medi�
aProf� which characterizes the site access pro�le and
its system resource usage in both a quantitative and
qualitative way� The MediaProf �s analysis is entirely

�These results are sensitive to a disk��le subsystem used
in the media server con�guration�



based on media server access logs �they can be from
one or multiple servers in a cluster��
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Figure 	� Capacity Planning Process�

Based on the past media workload� the Capacity
Planner can �nd the best cost�performance solution
from the existing set of benchmarked con�gurations�
Since workload measurements of existing media ser�
vices indicate that client demands are highly variable
�the �peak�to�mean� ratio may be an order of magni�
tude�� it might not be economical to overprovision the
future system using the past �peak� demand� Thus one
can specify the service level requirements �denoted as
SLAs in Figure 	�� which would mean� �Based on the
past workload history� �nd the best cost�performance
solution that ��� of the time is capable of process�
ing the applied �past� load�� Additionally� a service
provider may wish to get a con�guration with planned
�spare� capacity for future growth �denoted as Con�
straints in Figure 	�� which would mean� �Based on the
past workload history� �nd the best cost�performance
solution that �
� of the time is utilized under �
� of
its available capacity��

The proposed framework provides a �exible and con�
venient mapping of a service demand �client requests�
into the corresponding system resource requirements
necessary for accurate capacity planning�

� Benchmarking Media Server

Capacity and Capacity Equa�

tions

Commercial media servers are characterized by the
number of concurrent streams a server can support ���
without loosing a stream quality� i�e� until the real�
time constraint of each stream can be met� Typically�
vendors measure a maximum number of concurrent
streams delivered by the server when all the clients

are accessing the same �le encoded at a certain bit
rate� e�g� �

 Kb�s� However� a multimedia content
is typically encoded at di�erent bit rates depending on
a type of content and a targeted population of clients
and their connection bandwidth to the Internet� In
paper ���� we introduce two basic benchmarks that can
establish the scaling rules for server capacity when mul�
tiple media streams are encoded at di�erent bit rates�

� Single File Benchmark measuring a media server
capacity when all the clients in the test are access�
ing the same �le�

� Unique Files Benchmark measuring a media server
capacity when each client in the test is accessing
a di�erent �le�

Each of these benchmarks consists of a set of sub�
benchmarks with media content encoded at a di�erent
bit rate �in our performance study� we used six bit rates
representing the typical Internet audience� � Kb�s�
�� Kb�s� 		� Kb�s� ��� Kb�s� ��
 Kb�s� and �

 Kb�s�
Clearly� the set of benchmarked encoding bit rates can
be customized according to targeted workload pro�le��
Using an experimental testbed and the proposed set of
basic benchmarks� we measured capacity and scaling
rules of a media server running RealServer �
 from
RealNetworks� The con�guration and the system pa�
rameters of our experimental setup are specially chosen
to avoid some trivial bottlenecks when delivering mul�
timedia applications such as limiting I�O bandwidth
between the server and the storage system� or limiting
network bandwidth between the server and the clients�

Figure � a� shows the normalized graph re�ecting
the scaling rules for the media server capacity under
the Single File Benchmark and di�erent encoding bit
rates� In this �gure� point �	�	� presents the maximum
capacity achievable by a server when all the clients
in the test are accessing the same �le encoded at a
�

 Kb�s bit rate� Each absolute value for the other
encoding bit rates is normalized with respect to it� Fig�
ure � b� shows the similar normalized graph for the
Unique File Benchmark�

The measurement results show that the scaling rules
for server capacity when multiple media streams are
encoded at di�erent bit rates are non�linear� For ex�
ample� the di�erence between the highest and lowest
bit rates of media streams used in our experiments is 	
times� However� the di�erence in the maximum num�
ber of concurrent streams a server is capable of sup�
porting for corresponding bit rates is only around �
times for the Single File Benchmark as shown in Fig�
ure � a�� and 	
 times for the Unique Files Benchmark
as shown in Figure � b�� The media server performance
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Figure �� a� Server Capacity Scaling Rules under Single File Benchmark� b� Server Capacity Scaling Rules under Unique

File Benchmark� c� Comparison of Server Capacity� Single File vs Unique Files Benchmark�

is ����� times higher under the Single File Benchmark
than under the Unique Files Benchmark as shown in
Figure � c� � This quanti�es the performance bene�ts
for multimedia applications when media streams are
delivered from memory�

Using a set of basic benchmark measurements� we
derive a cost function which de�nes a fraction of system
resources needed to support a particular media stream
depending on the stream bit rate and type of access
�memory �le access or disk �le access��

� costdiskXi
� a value of cost function for a stream with

disk access to a �le encoded at Xi Kb�s� If we de�
�ne the media server capacity being equal to 	� the
cost function is computed as costdiskXi

� ��NUnique
Xi

�

where Nunique
Xi

� the maximum measured server
capacity in concurrent streams under the Unique
File Benchmark for a �le encoded at Xi Kb�s�

� costmemory
Xi

� a value of cost function for a stream
with memory access to a �le encoded at Xi Kb�s�
Let Nsingle

Xi
� the maximum measured server ca�

pacity in concurrent streams under the Single File
Benchmark for a �le encoded at Xi Kb�s� Then
the cost function is computed as costmemory

Xi
�

�Nunique
Xi

� ����Nunique
Xi

� �Nsingle
Xi

� ���� For more
details� we refer the reader to ����

Let W be the current workload processed by a media
server� where

� Xw � X�� ���Xkw � a set of distinct encoding bit
rates of the �les appearing in W �Xw � X��

� Nmemory
Xwi

� a number of streams having a mem�

ory access type for a subset of �les encoded at
Xwi Kb�s�

� Ndisk
Xwi

� a number of streams having a disk access
type for a subset of �les encoded at Xwi Kb�s�

Then the service demand Demand to a media server
under workload W can be computed by the following
capacity equation

Demand �

kwX

i��

Nmemory
Xwi

� costmemory
Xwi

	

kwX

i��

Ndisk
Xwi

� costdiskXwi
���

If Demand � � then the media server operates within
its capacity� and the di�erence ��Demand de�nes the
amount of available server capacity�

The same reasoning applies to the whole media
site� using a media site tra�c pro�le� we can com�
pute Demand the site needs to support using the cost
functions of di�erent media server con�gurations� and
then compare the computed results� For example� for
a server con�guration of type� and the correspond�
ing cost functions� the computed service demand is
Demand � 
��� i�e� considered media tra�c requires
� nodes of type� for its support� and for another server
con�guration of type� and its corresponding cost func�
tions the computed service demand is Demand � ���
i�e� it would require � nodes of type� to support the
media site tra�c�

The introduced cost function uses a single value
to re�ect the combined resource requirement such as
CPU� bandwidth and memory necessary to support a
particular media stream depending on the stream bit
rate and type of the �le access �memory or disk ac�
cess�� The proposed framework provides a convenient
mapping of a service demand �client requests� into the
corresponding system resource requirements�

� Workload Pro�ler MediaProf

Media site pro�le� based on the past workload history�
is a critical component in decision making about the
future supporting infrastructure�

In the past� we have developed a tool� called Me�
diaMetrics ���� for detailed media workload analysis�
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Figure �� Concurrent Client Sessions from Memory vs Disk over Time �Bit Rate Group ������� Kb�s� Sizemem � � GB��

which is based on the corresponding media server logs�
While it provides many useful insights into the cor�
responding client access patterns� this tool does not
address the capacity planning issues� We designed and
implemented a di�erent version of the media workload
analysis tool� called MediaProf� which re�ects the ac�
cess tra�c pro�le for capacity planning goals�

While it is always useful to understand how much
tra�c is serviced by the site in a particular time inter�
val �e�g per hour�� this knowledge does not translate
into requirements for a necessary supporting infras�
tructure� For capacity planing goals� the knowledge
about the number of simultaneous �concurrent� con�
nections and the corresponding peak bandwidth require�
ments is important� To demonstrate some of the intro�
duced concepts� we use access log from one of the me�
dia servers supporting HP Corporate Media Site� The
log covers almost one year duration� Figures � a��b�
show the number of concurrent client sessions and the
maximum bandwidth requirements to the site over the
considered workload duration� �Note that Y axes use a
logscale for both �gures�� These numbers are typically
signi�cantly lower than the corresponding numbers of
aggregate tra�c per hour�

Since the amount of system resources needed to sup�
port a particular client request depends on the �le en�
coding bit rate as well the access type of the corre�
sponding request� �i�e� di�erent requests have a dif�
ferent �cost� as described in Section ��� MediaProf
provides a corresponding classi�cation of simultaneous

connections�
In particular� for a given memory size� � MediaProf

classi�es whether the client request will be streaming
data from memory or will be accessing data from disk�
Note� that memory access does not assume or require
that the whole �le resides in memory� if there is a
sequence of accesses to the same �le� issued closely to
each other on a time scale� then the �rst access may
read a �le from disk� while the subsequent requests may
be accessing the corresponding �le pre�x from memory�

The basic idea of computing the request access type
is as follows� Let Sizemem be the size of memory in
bytes� For each request r in the media server access log�
we have the information about the media �le requested
by r� the duration of r in seconds� the encoding bit
rate of the media �le requested by r� the time t when
a stream corresponding to request r is started �we use
r�t� to re�ect it�� and the time when a stream initiated
by request r is terminated�

Let r��t��� r��t��� ���� rk�tk� be a recorded sequence of
requests to a media server� Given the current time
T and request r�T � to media �le f � we compute some
past time Tmem such that the sum of the bytes stored
in memory between Tmem and T is equal to Sizemem�
This way� the �les� segments streamed by the media
server between times Tmem and T will be in memory�
In such a way� we can identify whether request r will
stream �le f �or some portion of it� from memory�

�Here� a memory size means an estimate of what the
system may use for a �le bu�er cache�



Figure � shows the classi�cation of client requests
into memory accesses and disk accesses for client re�
quests with encoding bit rates of ������� Kb�s� and
a memory size of � GB� The results show that very
large fraction of requests in this bit rate group can be
served from memory� In particular� practically all the
tra�c bursts �spikes� can be served from memory as
Figure � a� shows� Since a media server capacity is ��
� times higher when media streams are delivered from
memory versus from disk� such a qualitative media traf�
�c classi�cation and analysis will directly translate in
signi�cant con�guration savings�

� Capacity Planning Tool

The overall capacity planning process is shown in Fig�
ure 	� Based on the known media site workload� Medi�
aProf computes a media site workload pro�le� A media
site workload pro�le re�ects the number of concurrent
sessions over time� These concurrent sessions are clas�
si�ed in the groups with de�ned encoding bit rates�
Inside the groups� they are further partitioned accord�
ing to the �le access type� from memory versus from
disk� Since the classi�cation according to the access
type depends on memory size� the resulting workload
pro�le is a set of media site pro�les computed for a
particular memory size�

The next module� the Capacity Planner� has a col�
lection of benchmarked con�gurations with the corre�
sponding cost functions for di�erent type of requests�
The Capacity Planner takes the media site workload
pro�le �for a particular memory size� and using the
cost functions of a particular media server computes
the corresponding service demand pro�le over time ac�
cording to formula �	� from Section �� The service
demand pro�le is computed for di�erent memory sizes
and di�erent benchmarked con�gurations� If a service
provider is interested to �nd the sizing recommenda�
tions for a subset of media servers in the database with
particular memory sizes� he�she can specify them via
a tool con�guration �le� This will narrow the search
space�

Computed service demand pro�le is the list of pairs�
The �rst element of a pair represents a time duration�
e�g� �

 sec� The second element re�ects the service
demand over this time duration in � e�g� ��� means
that the considered media site workload requires ���
servers during �

 sec� or for example� 
�� means that
the workload requires one server for �

 sec� and the
server will be utilized during this time at �
��

The service demand pro�le is ordered by the second
element� Pairs with the same second component are ag�

gregated� Thus� the top element in the service demand
pro�le represents the peak load demands for the con�
sidered media site� as well as the corresponding time
duration for these peak loads over time� Since work�
load measurements of existing media services indicate
that client demands are highly variable �the �peak�to�
mean� ratio may be the order of magnitude�� it might
not be economical to overprovision the future system
using the past �peak� demand� In this case� one can
specify the service level requirements �denoted as SLAs
in Figure 	�� which would mean� �Based on the past
workload history� �nd the best cost�performance solu�
tion that ��� of the time is capable of processing the
applied �past� load�� Using the computed service de�
mand pro�le� the Capacity Planner �nds the maximum
load requirements corresponding to the ���th percentile
of all the media site service demands over time� Let us
denote this service demand as DemandSLA�

Additionally� a service provider may wish to de�ne a
con�guration with planned �spare� capacity for future
growth �denoted as Constraints in Figure 	�� which
would mean� �Based on the past workload history�
�nd the best cost�performance solution that �
� of
the time is utilized under �
� of its available capac�
ity�� Thus using the computed service demand pro�
�le� the Capacity Planner �nds the maximum load re�
quirements corresponding to the �
�th percentile of all
the media site service demands over time� For exam�
ple� if the service demand corresponding to the �
�th
percentile is ��� then the requirements to con�gura�
tion utilized under �
� of its available capacity will
be ����
����� Let us denote this service demand as
DemandConstraints�

The requirement for a desirable con�guration is�

Demandoverall � max�DemandSLA� DemandConstraints�

rounded up to the closest integer�
There could be multiple con�gurations satisfying the

speci�ed performance requirements� Taking into con�
sideration the price information of the corresponding
con�gurations� the best cost�performance solution can
be chosen�

� Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper� we outlined a new capacity planning
approach for a streaming media service using its past
workload� The proposed approach provides a �exible
and convenient mapping of a service demand �client
requests� into the corresponding system resource re�
quirements necessary for accurate capacity planning�

In summary� our capacity planning tool is promoting
a new uni�ed framework for�



� measuring media server capacity via a set of basic
benchmarks�

� deriving the resource requirements �a cost� of a
particular stream from the basic benchmark mea�
surements�

� estimating the service capacity demands from the
proposed media site workload pro�le and the cor�
responding cost functions of the benchmarked con�
�gurations�

In the future� we plan to incorporate in our tool a set
of load balancing and content placement strategies for
media clusters�
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